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Lambda Pushes for Quick Adoption of New
University Non-discrimination Policy
BY JOHN WA LKER

Staff Writer
A revised University non-discrimi
nation policy crafted by the Lambda Law
Society, an organization of law students
interested in gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
transgender (GLBT) legal issues, is cur
rently resting in the Joint Committee of
Faculty and Students (JCFS). The policy
change is being reviewed by the JCFS
despite efforts by Lambda Law to obtain
a quick approval so that it may be consid
ered by the full Faculty Senate.
The revised policy would alter
the current policy, which provides that
the University does not unlawfully dis
criminate based on sexual orientation,
by removing the word "unlawfully" and
adding gender identity and expression
to the list of classes protected against
discrimination.
The original language was adapted
to the non-discrimination policy in 1990,
when the sexual orientation category
was added. The fear at the time was that,
without the word "unlawfully," the
University's ROTC program would have

to be dissolved under because ROTC is crimination policies by allowing recruiters
tied to the military, which discriminates on campus which do no adhere to them.
against gays and lesbians under its "Don't The law schools lost in a 9-0 opinion.
Ask, Don't Tell" policy.
GW Law School currently adds the
The aforementioned policy has following carefully-worded disclaimer to
come into
all of its antension lately
nouncements
with the non
of
events fea
The revised policy would alter the
discrimination
turing military
current policy, which provides that recruiters:
policies of the
the University does not unlawfully "This employ
Law School,
which last year
er discrimi
discriminate based on sexual
nates against
was involved
orientation, by removing the word
gay, lesbian
in litigation
and bisexual
that reached
"unlawfully" and adding gender
persons under
the Supreme
identity and expression to the
the authority
Court, chalof 10 U.S.C.
list of classes protected against
1e n g i n g
Section 654.
Congress's
discrimination.
The George
enactment of
Washington
the Solomon
Amendment, which mandated that if law University policy on equal opportu
schools did not provide military recruit nity prohibits unlawful discrimination.
ers equal access to their campuses, they The Association of American Law
would lose their government funding. Schools—of which the George Washing
The GW Law School and many others ton University Law School is a founding
challenged the legislation, arguing that member—and the National Association
it violated schools' free speech rights by for Law Placement each have policies
causing them to subvert their own non-dis forbidding discrimination against gay,

EJF Holds Race for Justice
BY AMY CASS IDY

Lannon, all of whom are lLs, assisted
Staff Writer
Thompson in the organization of the
On Saturday, March 17, 2006 the event.
The race was sponsored principally
Equal Justice Foundation (EJF) held its
by
Lynn
David for the second year and
fourth annual 5K Race for Justice. Ap
additional
sponsorship was provided by
proximately 80 participants turned out
Lexis,
Westlaw,
Bar/Bri, and a number
at Plains Point in Southeast DC to run
of
professors
who
were unable to run in
and walk, and EJF raised approximately
the
race.
Additionally,
race founders and
$5,000, a significant increase from the
alumni
Jocelyn
Stotts
and Logan Ham$4,000 raised by last year's race. The reg
brick provided sponsorship.
istration fee was $25.
Sponsorship funds play a crucial
Alumni, faulty, students, and mem
role
in
organizing, according to Thomp
bers of the public at large competed in the
son.
Money
donated by sponsors goes to
race. The winners in each category were,
fund
t-shirts,
race numbers, and to permit
Alumni: Stuart Nickham; Faculty: Pro
EJF
to
hire
a
consulting company to give
fessor Timothy Ramsey; Male Student:
the
race
a
professional
touch. This year
Tom Lloyd; Female Student: Carly Grey;
EJF
hired
Capitol
Running
Company to
Open: Andreas Ninios. All results and
arrange
the
logistics
and
to
run
the race's
times may be viewed at www. runWash
online
registration
and
result
reporting.
ington.com.
All funds raised are put toward
Although only 80 runners actually
the
Law
School's Loan Reimbursement
ran in the race, between 130 and 140
Assistance
Program (LRAP), which pro
registered to participate. Race organizer
vides
students
who pursue public interest
Sara Thompson attributed the low turnout
employment
with
forgivable loans if their
to the weather, explaining that the "snow
annual
income
falls
below a predeter
and cold from the night before effected
mined
level.
some runners' [decision to participate]."
Students who did not participate or
However, Saturday turned out to be a crisp
contribute
to EJF through the race can
and dry day, and Thompson noted that
still
help.
On
April 4, 2007, the EJF will
those who did run thought it was "perfect
hold
its
annual
auction to raise funds for
running weather."
summer
public
interest subsidies. Also,
Despite the weather's role, Thomp
graduating
students
wishing to contribute
son noted that the race was a big success
directly
to
LRAP
may
designate that their
and that it "is getting bigger each year."
class
gift
be
used
for
that
purpose.
•
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Former Vice President
A1 Gore Speaks at
GW Law
Story on Page 2

ELA board members Bonnie Vanzler, Jamie Long, Alex Menotti, Rebekah Reynolds,
John Costenbader, Deborah Attwood, and Lorene Delson join GW President Stephen J.
Trachtenberg and Dean Frederick M. Lawrence in welcoming Vice President Al Gore to
GW Law.
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lesbian and bisexual persons. The pres
ence of this employer at The George
Washington University should in no way
be construed as an endorsement of this
employer's practice of discrimination."
According to 2L Aaron Schwid,
Co-President of Lambda Law, the current
policy is unacceptable. "A non-discrimi
nation policy, like a mission statement,
announces to the world our University's
values. Our current policy states that
GWU's values are only those legally
required. We need a free-standing state
ment of our own values that doesn't lean
solely on the minimum requirements of
the law."
Lambda Law has worked with Dean
Fredrick Lawrence and Richard Weitzner,
Associate General Counsel for the Univer
sity, to craft a revised policy.
The current proposal would read:
"The George Washington University
supports diversity through affirmative
action and is committed to a policy of
nondiscrimination and equal opportunity
for all persons regardless of race, color, re
ligion, sex, gender identity or expression,
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GW Law Hosts National Environmental
Law Conference
BY AMANDA NICOL E RENTZ

Staff Writer
The Law School's Environmen
tal Law Association (ELA) hosted the
17th Annual National Association of
Environmental Law Societies (NAELS)
Conference, entitled "The Future of En
vironmental Protection," on the weekend
of March 15-18,2007, where they hosted
former Vice-President and current Hol
lywood celebrity A1 Gore.
NAELS, of which the ELA is an
active member, is a coalition of over 50
law student groups that aims to connect,
educate, and inspire the next generation
of environmental leaders. Last year, the
ELA won a bid to host the 2007 NAELS
Conference and a group of dedicated
volunteers worked year-round to promote
it.
"I was so happy to see all of our
hard work pay off," said Rebekah Reyn
olds, ELA President, "the conference was
a resounding success,"
The Conference focused on legal
issues related to climate change and was
attended by roughly 400 people from all
over the country. Approximately 300 at
tendees were students representing more
than 50 law schools from 30 states. Envi
ronmental practitioners from the govern
ment, non-governmental organizations
(NGOS) and the private sector were also
in attendance.
The event kicked off on Thursday,

March 15, with an introduction by Dan
Worth, Executive Director of NAELS,
Jamie Grodsky, GW Law Professor and
Frederick Lawrence, Dean of GW Law
School. The introduction was followed by
presentations from Carol Browner, former
Administrator of the EPA, and Richard
Lazarus, Professor at the Georgetown
University Law Center.
Panels convened on Friday and
Saturday to discuss global warming leg
islation, climate change litigation, the
interplay of the three branches of the fed
eral government in environmental law, in
ternational environmental law strategies,
regulatory takings challenges, and the
role of law student and citizen activism
in these fields. Panel members included
influential members of Congress and their
staff, senior EPA officials, environmental
experts from the World Bank, environ
mental practitioners from p rivate practice,
professors from GW Law, Georgetown
University Law Center, George Mason
University School of Law, and the Uni
versity of Oregon School of Law, as well
as directors and senior attorneys from t he
Sierra Club, National Development and
Reform Commission (NRDC), and other
leading environmental organizations.
Prof. Jamie Grodsky observed,
"This remarkable conference, which
attracted students, academicians, and
policymakers from around the country,
showcased GW Law School's role as a
center for intellectual debate on cutting-

edge, environmentally-related questions
of constitutional law, tort law, property
law, administrative law, and statutory
interpretation. At the same time, it un
derscored this law school's extraordinary
ability to bridge the academic and public
policy worlds. I think all students pres
ent realized their good fortune to have
selected environmental law as their field
of interest—to be sure, one of the most
dynamic, intellectually engaging, and
socially important areas of law."
Students who attended the Confer
ence echoed Prof. Grodsky's praise. "I
learned more in four days that relates di
rectly to the type of law I want to practice
than I have in a whole semester of law
school," commented Katie Lannon, 1L.
"The interaction of practitioners, schol
ars, and students facilitated the exchange
of ideas and energized everyone's com
mitment to this dynamic area of law."
The weekend included a banquet
dinner and presentation by Rocky An
derson, Mayor of Salt Lake City, Utah,
a screening of A1 Gore's Oscar-winning
documentary An Inconvenient Truth (in
conjunction with the DC Environmental
Film Festival), and several other network
ing opportunities, including a networking
luncheon.
Former Vice President A1 Gore was
the featured speaker of the event. He deliv
ered the J.B. and Maurice C. Shapiro Lec
ture on Sunday, March 18, at the Marvin
Center. More than 400 listeners heard his

call to action, which is supported by the
current scientific consensus that climate
change is an increasingly imminent threat
to our planet.
Former Vice-President Gore has
spent his career engaging diverse and pow
erful individuals and groups to address the
current climate crisis. He recently won an
Oscar, was nominated for a Nobel Prize,
and announced a planned Live 8 series of
international concerts. A few days after
his address at the NAELS Conference,
he testified for Congress about global
climate change.
"I would like to believe that GW
Law played a role in bringing A1 Gore to
DC to testify," said Reynolds.
The ELA organizes and participates
in a variety of environmental law events
each year and this Conference is expected
to be a springboard for new ideas and
activities. In the upcoming year the ELA
will be spearheading a Campus Climate
Neutral (CCN) campaign at GWU to sup
port greenhouse gas emission reduction
measures campus-wide.
ELA also convenes high-profile en
vironmental law and career panels, runs
pro bono projects, organizes rafting and
camping trips, and sponsors a "Meet the
Professors Night." Students who would
like to become involved in the ELA may
find more information on the organization
at http://docs.law.gwu.edu/stdg/ela/ or
contact Reynolds at rreynolds@law.gwu.
edu.
•

INTRODUCING THE 2007-2008
BY WASLM RAH MAN

Assistant Netvs Editor
Nearly 800 students participated in
this year's Student Bar Association (SBA)
election held online Feb. 28.
This year, strong interest among
the first year class in the SBA prompted
eight candidates to enter the race for
2L senator positions. Run-off elections
were completed March 1, and the new
15 member board will begin their tenure
on April 1.
Last week, Nota Bene asked each
new SBA offical about their priorities for
the year ahead.

President
Bryan King
Slidell, LA
Louisiana
State
University
To continue
the excellent
tradition of
SBA advocacy
for what is
important to
the students of
GW Law; everything from an increased
number of journals in the school, to an
increased number of diet cokes in the
vending machines.

Executive
Vice-President

Sara Schroth

Brett
Sheats

Cincinnati, OH

Miami University
(Oxford, OH)

Wake Forest
University

1) Help keep the 1L
part-time students
informed about skills
board competition
deadlines, social
events and other
extracurricular
activities. 2) Improve PT orientation,
student preview evening. 3) Advocate for
an additional law school journal.

Eve. Divison Senator

Camp Hill, PA

1) Adding
another law
journal. 2)
More efficient
student-Career
Development
Office interaction. 3) Better student,
faculty and administration communication
4) Carefully-planned and well-executed
events. 5) Improved alumni relations

Day
Division
Senator
Melissa
Rassas

Rumson, NJ
University of
Pennsylvania

1) Install senator
training to ensure
that first-year senators are empowered
to meet their objectives. 2) Fundraising
initiatives for acquisition of laptops for
the Emergency Laptop Program.

3L Eve.
Senator
Victoria
Silver
Los Angeles, CA
American
University

Priorities:
1) Ensure that
evening student needs are recognized
and given adequate consideration by the
SBA and the Administration. 2) I would
like to work with the administration to
provide improved class offerings during
evening times. Particularly those classes
which are core classes in the law school
curriculum.

4L Eve.
Senator
Bryan
Hickman
Layton, UT
Utah State
University

Priorities:
1) Improve testing
options for evening students.
2) Widen the evening class selection.

2L Eve. Senator
Sarah
Valerio
Jeannette, PA
Boston
University
1) Continue to
help integrate
and include
e v e n i n g
students in the
student organizations our tuition helps
fund. This includes mandatory elections
at times evening students can participate.
2) Continue to work to bring another law
journal to the school. 3) Work with the
CDO to better inform the student body
about law firm receptions and the benefits
of attending, convince firms to extend
the receptions to later times so evening
students can attend.
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GW Law clinic urges Chilean Supreme Court to extradite
former Peruvian president
BY EVAN MAY OR

Staff Writer
It began merely as conversation
over coffee between Professor Arturo
Carrillo and a contact from prior profes
sional experience but ended, at least for
now, with a brief filed before the Chilean
Supreme Court.
On February 6, 2007, the GW
Law International Human Rights Clinic
(IHRC) submitted the amicus curiae brief
on behalf of 20 U.S. law professors in
support of Peru's 2005 extradition request
against former Peruvian President Alberto
Fujimori.
"This is a case of a former head
of state wanted in his home country to
answer for corruption and grave human
rights abuses," said Prof. Carrillo, who
doubles as founder and director of the
IHRC. "There hadn't been this conflu
ence of circumstances giving rise to such
a clear cut opportunity to say something
about this important situation."
Prof. Carrillo said the brief looks
at what Chile's obligations are in relation
to international law and inter-American
law.
Fujimori faces corruption charges
and indictments for serious human rights
violations in Peru amounting to crimes
against humanity, specifically for the
Barrios Altos massacre and the disap
pearances at La Cantuta. According to
an article posted at www.livinginperu.
com, a news website for foreigners living
in Peru, Fujimori admitted to Chilean
authorities that human rights violations

occurred while he was president, but he
said that Peruvian military officials were
responsible for these incidents.
Prof. Carrillo said that if Fujimori
knew or should have known of the viola
tions, he is responsible under international
law and Peruvian law as well.
"It's a real opportunity in Latin
America to increase the accountability at
least of leaders for serious human rights
and corruption violations," added 3L Da
vid Rondon, one of three students at the
clinic who helped draft the brief.
The brief's drafters said they hope
the Chilean Supreme Court will consider
the arguments made in the brief closely.
"The advantage of our brief is that
it offers pure legal analysis; it doesn't
have a political agenda," said Thomas
Antkowiak, a visiting scholar at GW
Law who served as a supervising attorney
at the IHRC. "The 'impartial' nature is
reflected in the signatories: It was signed
only by professors of international law,
not by advocacy organizations or govern
ment representatives."
A former senior attorney at the
Inter-American Court of Human Rights,
Antkowiak supervised the drafting and
wrote part of the brief. He currently co
ordinates the Access to Justice Program
at the Due Process of Law Foundation
in Washington, D.C. The 20 signatories
include professors at Yale Law School,
Georgetown University Law Center, New
York University School of Law and Co
lumbia University, among others.
" I t was an important document,
because it outlined all of the international
obligations that Chile has in this situa

tion," Antkowiak said.
The U.S. government's reputation,
which some say has suffered as a result
of the war on terror, should not affect
how the Court will receive the brief, Prof.
Carrillo said.
"There is no doubt that the U.S.
reputation—as damaged as it has been
by tactics in the war against terror—com
promised the United States' ability as a
government to enforce international law
around the world," Prof. Carrillo said.
"But in this case all of that has been am
ply counterbalanced by the fact that [the
brief] is coming from academia. If there
is one sector that stands out [in the United
States] for its independence and integrity,
it's academia."
Prof. Carrillo said a decision is ex
pected from the Chilean Supreme Court
sometime this year and that a decision
could come down as early as this month.
Antkowiak said there is a "real possibil
ity" Fujimori will be extradited, although
it is difficult to predict the outcome.
"Chile has long been recognized
in Latin America as one of the strongest
rule of law countries," Prof. Carrillo
said. "[But the] Chilean Supreme Court
is very conservative in their approach
to international law, not unlike the U.S.
Supreme Court."
Prof. Carrillo noted that some
observers believe the Court will let Fuji
mori go, or only extradite him on certain
charges.
"People might be misjudging how
much the world as changed," Prof. Car
rillo said. "These judges don't live in a
vacuum. They know the world is chang

ing, states aren't black boxes anymore and
you can't just do what you want in your
own legal system, you have obligations
internationally."
Prof. Carrillo said the brief made a
big splash in Peru and was picked up by
the press there. He said his colleagues in
Peru have told him that the brief has gone
a long way to make the debate in Peru
much more substantive than it would have
been otherwise.
Rondon said working with the
IHRC was a "great experience. I had to
learn a whole new branch of law in order
to write my part of the brief. I didn't know
anything about extradition law before I
started."
Rondon encourages all GW Law
students to sign up for a clinic because
it allows students to put what they have
learned about legal writing and advocacy
to practical use.
"I guess it's kind of sad being a 3L
in law school trying to find a job," Rondon
said. "Some of the jobs you are looking
at aren't as exciting as some of the work
you are doing at school."
Although all who were involved
with the brief said they are optimistic
about the outcome, the IHRC's role in the
case might not be over yet. "What Chile
cannot do is let him go," Prof. Carrillo
said. "If they do, the [IHRC] is consider
ing taking further legal action [through
the Inter-American Court of Human
Rights]."
Those who wish to read a copy
of the amicus brief in either English or
Spanish may visit http://www.law.gwu.
edu/News/Fujimori.
O

STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
3L
Peter Feldman Senator
3L Senator

Allentown, PA
George Washington
University
Make the SBA more
accessible by creating
a forum and providing
opportunities for
students to be more
involved with the issues that directly affect
them, whatever those issues may be.

3L
Senator
Julie Peng
Diamond Bar,
CA
Dartmouth
College
Hot water faucet.
It's a good thing- good for your
tea, oatmeal and
cup-o-soup; and
good to warm
up with when the classrooms go from
sauna to polar (which is beyond my
control- I have looked into temperature
control at the school in the past, and it's
a non-starter). I want to state that I have
taken no money from the hot water faucet
industry, but would be open to it.

Jena
Hellman
Sarasota, FL
Tulane
University
1) Facilitate
communi
cation between
S t u d e n t s
and SBA. 2) Improve procedure for
scheduling the Student Conference
Center. 3) Program all vending machines
to be GWorld accessible.

2L Senator
Lianna Chang
Palo Alto;
CA
University
of Southern
California
To promote
a stronger
connection
among the
2L class
and make
sure there
are plenty
of stressrelieving activities and events!

2L
Senator
Ben Harmon
Merritt Island,
FL
University of
Florida
1) Advocate some
change in the exam
scheduling policy.
2) Support Brett Sheats in his effort to
institute more journals.
3)Assist and provide oversight to the Exec
board concerning the Halloween Party.

2L Senator
Rahul
Reddy
Encinitas,
CA
UC - Irvine
Through SBA,
I really want to
just make the
school more
enjoyable
for students.
Whether it
be by helping
to plan great
social events or working to take care of
the little things on campus.

2L Senator
Bobby Wells
Pittsburgh, PA
University of Pittsburgh
1) Figure
out a way
for teachers
to
have
workable
thermostats
f o r
t h e
individual
rooms. 2)
Get Rental
S p o r t s
and Game
Equipment
in the Library
for use on nice-weather days. 3) Start a
monthly open-mic night. 4) Have more
socializing events between the Law School
and other Grad Schools.

ABA Student Division
Daniel Suvor was elected as Chair of
the American Bar Association (ABA)
Student Division. The Student Division
includes chapters and members at all law
schools in the United States.
Survor will be the second student from
GW Law to serve as chair of the ABA
Student Divsion in four years.

'twrnxynM worn
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IP Expert Gervais Explains Progress of TRIPs
BY PATRICK H .J. HUGHES

Staff Writer
Canadian scholar Daniel Gervais,
a foremost expert in international intel
lectual property (IP) law, spoke of the
diplomatic development of the World
Trade Organization (WTO) Agreement
on Trade-Related Intellectual Prop
erty Rights (TRIPs) as part of the Law
School's IP Workshop Series earlier this
month.
Gervais's presentation was particu
larly timely because TRIPs is entering a
new stage of development following
several years of analysis by academics
and non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) to evaluate its impact. Today,
IP protection is being praised as a means
of promoting innovation in developing
countries.
At the beginning of his presenta
tion, Gervais assured the audience of
students and faculty that TRIPs is about
IP rights and not about taking trips, "just
in case you thought this had something
to do with tourism," he joked. He added
that when the WTO was formed, there
was a trademark dispute with the World
Tourism Organization because they
shared the same acronym. Gervais said
that today, both WTO and TRIPs are

universally recognized entities that appear
to be permanent fixtures in international
diplomacy.
"We have moved on from saying
TRIPs is ignored, or TRIPs is bad, to 'this
is how it is,'" Gervais said.
Gervais distributed to each audience
member a 56-page paper that documents
many of the recent changes in the public's
perception of TRIPs, which Gervais
explained is the first substantive treaty to
cover all IP rights and include detailed
provisions for their enforcement. TRIPs
is also subject to the dispute resolution
mechanism of the WTO, which is bind
ing, making this an incredibly influential
tool by international treaty standards.
When international discussions to
form TRIPs began in the early 1990s, the
initial proposals included some stringent
requirements on developing countries if
these countries wanted international trade
opportunities.
Why was TRIPs pushed so hard
on developing countries? Businesses did
not want their innovations pirated and
wanted counterfeiters held accountable.
But developing countries initially were
not told "this is good for you." They were
threatened and provided incentives. "Sign
this and we will lower tariffs" was the

GW's Animal Law Program
Gains Momentum
BY ROB DICKSON

Staff Writer
In 2003, Professors (and animal
lovers) Mary Cheh and Joan Schaffner
launched GW's Animal Law Program.
Their intent was to address animal law
issues within the District of Columbia
through pro bono legal work. Though
the effort was scheduled to last one year,
student interest and participation has
subsequendy driven the program to thrive.
Now in its fifth year, Prof. Schaffner hopes
to help guide the growing Animal Law
Program to the next level.
The program consists of three core
components: the animal law curriculum,
the Animal Law Litigation Project, and
the Animal Law Welfare Project. Taken
together, these components ultimately
drive the main focus of the program: to
create a more humane society that pro
tects animals through the legal system.
More specifically, Prof. Schaffner
said, "the goal for the entire program is
to make GW the premiere law school in
animal law. [This] mean[s] having the
best professors, the most diverse class of
ferings, and to provide the best and most
varied experiences for GW students to
study about and impact animal welfare
and justice—i.e. litigation, legislation,
animal justice public interest, etc."
Although she wants the Animal
Law Program to succeed within the Law
School, Prof. Schaffner is quick to add
that she "also wants the Program to be
viewed by the community of the District
of Columbia as a resource and a player
with knowledge, expertise and the com
mitment to make the District the premiere
jurisdiction for animals in this country."
Creating a premier Animal Law
Program requires monetary resources
and continued interest from students
and faculty. At present, the Animal Law

Program is not official, though the cur
rent administration, led by Dean Fredrick
Lawrence, is very supportive of Prof.
Cheh and Schaffner's efforts. According
to the program's participants, the next step
is to make it permanent.
Prof. Schaffner said the goals of the
Animal Law Program are not won eas
ily. Currently, "[o]ur law views animals
as property. This is not likely to change
anytime soon, but our views of interests
that govern "sentient" property MUST
change."
Prof. Schaffner added that "the
last remaining vestige of injustice is
'specieism.' Animals are the last class of
sentient beings that lack improved legal
protections. While other human injustices
remain, at least there are now voices work
ing to address them. It is about time that
we turn to address the injustices imposed
by humans against every other sentient
being."
Their lack of legal attention is
rooted in the fact that animals ultimately
lack a voice and are fundamentally in
nocent, Prof. Schaffner said. Protecting
animal rights is difficult because human
communities are "totally human-centric.
Our society in general and our laws in
particular have very little regard for other
species."
The Animal Law Program is not
an indictment of society as much as it
is a motivator for social improvement.
"My very favorite quote of all time is by
Mahatma Gandhi," Prof. Schaffner said,
'"The greatness of a nation and its moral
progress can be judged by the way its
animals are treated.' I want the District
to be truly 'great!
For students interested in participat
ing in the growing Animal Law Program
at GW, Prof. Schaffner recommends
signing up on the TWEN site for Student
Animal Legal Defense Fund (SALFD)
and the Animal Welfare Project.
•

prevailing message, Gervais said.
Gervaid said that around 1999,
developing nations sent a message back
that developed countries didn't like: "Let's
resist TRIPs. TRIPs is something that was
imposed on us. We have to resist. We
have to limit its impact as much as pos
sible." Today, more developed countries—
including the United States, Canada and
European nations—are sending a message
that IP protection is like castor oil, Ger
vais said: "It tastes bad, but it is good for
you." Gervais further explained some of
the new unofficial slogans of those who
advocate this line of diplomacy: "Bring
IP into your system and development
will happen... foreign direct investment,
global innovation, progress." Gervais
added that "to a certain extent, in fact,
this has happened."
"We are learning... that IP must be
calibrated to domestic innovation policies,
accompanied by innovation-promoting
measures," Gervais said. "IP doesn't work
by itself."
Gervais said that educational mea
sures, not just about IP but also about
technologies such as software and the arts
are required to bring IP protection to a
level in which long-term progress can be
assured. In addition, Gervais explained

that TRIPs includes some level of "flex
ibility" in how protected subject matter is
"defined, owned, managed, and subject to
exceptions." These factors contribute to
the treaty's increased acceptance through
out the world.
Educated in Canada and France,
Gervais practiced IP law in Canada for
nearly a decade before he became a con
sultant and legal officer at the WTO. He
was very involved with the negotiations
that brought about the TRIPS agreement
in 1994 and has also led the copyright
and digital technology department of the
World Intellectual Property Organization
and served as Assistant Secretary-General
of the International Confederation of
Societies of Authors and Composers and
Vice President of the Copyright Clearance
Center.
In April, the IP Workshop Series
will feature discussions about IP in the
global community led by two internation
al figures. Geoffrey Yu from Singapore's
Ministry of Foreign Affairs will present
"IP and Development: the Stakes for
Developing Countries," on April 4,2007.
And David Llewelyn, Director of Singa
pore's IP Academy, will speak on April 10,
2007. Both workshops will be held in the
Faculty Conference Center, B505.
•

LAMBDA from page 1.
sexual orientation, national origin, age, evident and is not a substantive policy,"
disability, or veteran status. This policy Kolodziej said.
Members of the JCFS, however,
covers all programs, services, policies,
and procedures of the University includ continue to assert the need for deliberate
ing admission to education programs and consideration of the measure before it is
employment. The University is subject presented to the Faculty Senate.
"I am not opposed to this proposal.
to the District of Columbia Human
Rights Act and all other applicable laws. However, I do not view JCFS as a rub
Note: The United States military legally ber stamp committee," said Professor
discriminates against gay, lesbian, and John Artz, faculty co-chair of the JCFS
and Associate Profesbisexual individuals.
sor of Information
However, after careSystems. "We need
ful consideration and
"We should have a
under threat of loss
to discuss proposals,
policy that actually
of federal funding
evaluate their merit
under the Solomonand overall impact,
means something that
and determine their
Pombo Amendment,
just doesn't say that the
priority in light of
the University will
University will enforce
other issues that we
to continue to allow
need to address."
access to its facilities
existing human rights
by military recruiters
Charlie Leizear,
law. We think that is
student co-chair of
and the Reserve Of
ficer Training Corps,
the Joint Commit
self evident and is not
while emphatically
tee and a senior at
a substantive policy."
rejecting the military's
the University, add
~ Lambda Law Secretary ed that "opposition
discriminatory policy
as inconsistent with
from committee
Matthew Kolodziej
its own."
members is not the
Before going
primary reason for
before the Faculty
the perceived 'hold
Senate for final adoption, however, this up' in the committee. The delay in the
proposal must first be approved by the legislation's progress actually comes from
JCFS, where it is currently under con a fear that once the resolution passes the
[JCFS], it will be immediately rejected by
sideration.
According to 3LMatthew Kolodziej, the Faculty Senate."
Schwid said that Lambda Law will
Secretary of Lambda Law, the group has
been frustrated at the Committee's reluc continue to pressure the JCFS for a speedy
tance to approve the proposal quickly, approval.
Leizear said, "I would say that
noting that Lambda Law is of the view
that the adoption of a "meaningful" the majority of the [JCFS] is in support
nondiscrimination policy is an urgent and of this amendment to the university's
non-discrimination policy. I feel that I
important matter.
"We should have a policy that actu can safely say that all of the students on
ally means something that just doesn't say the committee are in favor of removing
that the University will enforce existing 'unlawfully' from the current policy's
human rights law. We think that is self text."
•
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Walk Like a Case of First Impression
MONTERREY, Mexico - As
winter passes and spring dawns, Beyond
Embargo returns from its hibernating
state, awoken by very hot salsa.
As articulated in the fall, Beyond
Embargo aims to expose the injustices of
politically-imposed embargoes operating

on global economic scales, but also and
even more fundamental, to confront the
embargoes we place upon ourselves as
law students in relationships, professional
pursuits, and our everyday lives.
In light of our diverse personal abili
ties, interests, strengths, and even weak
nesses, this column reminds its readers
that in the face of what is often an inflex
ible and fixed "law school track," each and
every one of us is free (and maybe better
off) to take a road less traveled.
To use an analogy we might all
understand: just as a case of first impres
sion lacks the binding authority which
would otherwise limit the course of its

decision-maker, so too should we strive
to live our life and future legal career free
from potentially limiting custom, tradi
tion, or precedent.
Essentially, Beyond Embargo stands
for the principle that we are the masters
of our own inner-personal jurisdiction, re
sponsible for nothing
else but to "state what
the [life] is."
Of course, unlike
in a court of law, the
exercise of jurisdiction
over one's own self is
not typically published
on Westlaw nor does it
involve 40-page briefs
arguing for a particular
point of view. Instead, our quasi-judiciary
role is much more attenuated, involving
everything from small everyday decisions
such as hitting the snooze button to big
ones like deciding where (or if) to go to
law school, and maybe later on, choosing
between two very different job offers and
career paths.
Even more dispositive, there are no
'minimum contacts' because there is only
one contact, you, your thoughts, and your
next action. However subtle this may be,
it is ultimately profound.
Fortunately, however, this sort of
daily-life jurisdiction is not altogether
free from the doctrine of precedent. As

we come upon crossroads in life, it is
only natural (and beneficial) to look upon
examples, advisors, familial expectations,
and societal standards, as these authorities
undoubtedly inform our reasoning in the
present moment to make the best choice
and to take the right course of action.
Nevertheless, this column prays that
such authorities be viewed as merely per
suasive, especially those that are rooted in
the habitually rigid expectations emerging
from law buildings throughout America
which too often monopolize the once-cre
ative minds of first year law students.
When I say this, I don't mean to slur
the value of a serious law curriculum such
as that offered by GW, but I do mean to
slam the confined sphere of expectation
in which it resides.
For example, towards the end of
last school year, when most of the lL's
were registering and getting enthused
about next year's Fall Recruiting Pro
gram (FRP), a particularly enlightened
1L classmate of mine told me he wasn't
going to participate. I remember thinking
to myself in astonishment, "How could
he not?" Indeed I myself had been won
over by the authorities and the hype, to
think that FRP was the be-all, end-all
of a 2L Summer and eventual job after
graduation.
With trust in his own abilities and
specific interests in the law, this fellow

classmate went on to secure his ideal and
tailored 2L Summer Associate position
without the help (or in his case, burden)
of FRP, well before most 2L's had found
a summer gig.
And to use myself as an example,
only after my dreams of spending a
semester studying law at the University
of Havana came to an end did I fall into
the little known NACLE program. Not
surprisingly, the February 20, 2007 Nota
Bene article entitled "Law School Study
Abroad: A Chance to See the World,"
makes no mention of NACLE. I wonder
whether any other students would enjoy
spending a semester during the school year
in Mexico or Canada, if only they knew
of the option.
In a country where lawyers are tooeasily stereotyped and face the butt of so
many jokes, I suppose I just believe that
we (as students at the second best law
school in D.C.) ought to strive to pave new
and unique ground in our endeavors and
achievements. I hold this belief even (and
maybe especially) if that involves doing
something that is unspoken, considered
"unreasonable" through the halls of Lerner and Stockton, or god-forbid, taking
a "non-legal" job.
Each and every one of us has unique
abilities to offer the world. May our legal
education help us blossom those talents,
not stunt them.
O

The Black Cat
A great American once insisted
I definitely like the Black Cat a lot,
that "nobody listens to techno." This is and I think that you should try it out one
not literally true. I saw DC's Thievery night. This show would not have been the
Corporation, a techno outfit of sorts, play best night to do so. The show was actua DJ set at Black Cat recently. However, ally a benefit for a one-year old boy with
it was not that great.
spinal muscular atrophy, whose parents
I cannot speak with much authority are integral parts of DC's independent
on the somewhat legendary Black Cat and music community. Though Thievery typiits legacy, but
—
cally commands
here's what I
BlFF
$50 tickets and
know. It's near
.
sells out larger
U Street, and
venues, this perit primarily
formance only
hosts both locost $15. Small
cal and national independent music acts, venue, great band visiting its hometown,
The Cat is reputed to cater to self-styled and all for a good, worthwhile cause; I had
hipsters, and that's probably true. There very, very high expectations heading in.
are plenty of folks who have parlayed their
My expectations were quickly
musical taste into a full blown lifestyle - tempered by Antelope, a group the Washhorn-rimmed glasses, ringer Ts. There are ington Post cryptically described as being
also Cat patrons more like myself, where "post-rockers." Antelope was so bad that
musical taste is an obsessive hobby rather I don't even have the energy to look up
than a social choice. The Cat's strength, "post-rock" on Wikipedia. Its specialty
in my opinion, is that
seems to be pretenit can embrace both
_
tious, half-baked mutypes of person and
The Cut's Strength, in
sical ideas repeated

Biff ArOUflU lOWtl

over and over- F°r
still maintain its indie
my opinion, is that it can
credibility. Visually, it
,
,
example, one of the
r
has most of the trapembrace both types Oj
songs featured the
pings of a rock club,
person and still maintain bassist singing the
bu, .he Ca. has de«^ cfedm^
phrase —i„g
nitely suffered from
^MM tone over a noodly
DC's smoking ban:
three-note guitar riff. I
self-consciously dingy
clubs like the Cat need a seedier veneer could eat alphabet soup and crap out more
to really flourish. Although, it's nice to imaginative lyrics than that. If Antelope
hang out in a place and not want to take embodies post-rock, then post-rock is...
a shower.
not good. The next performer was named

Head-Roc, a rapper that the Post dubbed indie-rock contingent was not prepared
"the mayor of D.C. Hip Hop." As it turns for this at all. They just sort of stood and
out, the mayor took every opportunity watched the two guys fiddle with crates
to alienate the Caucasian constituents of records.
in the audience: his rhymes fluctuated
And another huge problem were the
from pointed, passionate commentary records they played. Thievery specializes
about gentrification, to calling all white in downtempo music, which is usually
people Klansmen.
interesting but eiAs a Caucasian,
ther (a) requires a
this gave me some
I Cannot speak with much
listener's full attenpause. But he was
authority On the somewhat
tion, or (b)provides
provocative, con,
wallpaper for some
frontational, and
legendary Black Cat and
other activity, be it
phenomenal. Headits legacy, but here's what I jogging, general soRoc really got the
crowd fired up and
excited (in a good

k

j ,

V

street, and

it primarily hosts both local
an(j national independent

ZIiZl%'ZiTZ

ing. It s great tor
Upscale nights on

way), which was no
*hfe t o^n at p!aces
mean feat after An.
like Eighteenth
telope was through.
music acts.
Street Lounge but
I bought his CD
not really for live
after the show.
music venues like
Finally, Thievery went on and fell the Black Cat. When Thievery plays live
flat. Now, I've seen Thievery put on two this is not a problem because it's more
of the most electrifying live performances familiar music, it's louder, and because
I've ever seen. When they're playing the visual spectacle of it all draws in
original material, they use a myriad of the viewer. But instead of unconscious
five instruments, including a sitar and a dancing, there was head-scratching. The
bunch of different percussion instruments, groove did not seize the crowd in the way
At Black Cat, however, Thievery played their instrumented performances do.
a DJ set. There were no instruments,
Techno needs an audience who
vocalists, or visuals; this was just the two knows how to have fun in these environgroup members hunched over turntables, ments - you're supposed to dance and
This proved inferior to the other times I've only occasionally look at the DJ. The indie
seen them in a number of respects. At the rockers just stood and watched the DJs. It
live instrument show, there is a litany of was like everyone's signals got crossed. If
things to look at -belly dancers, live vocal- you're going to see Thievery do a DJ set go
ists getting the crowd riled up. Black Cat's prepared to dance, or bring a book. •
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Enemy of the State
Over Spring Break I did something
rather rash. I took on the Department of
Homeland Security. I think I lost—but it
was still worth the fight.
I took a brief business trip to the
Netherlands. I didn't buy anything while
I was there, and I returned with only $40
in cash. On the plane, I was handed a
mandatory customs declaration form
that I filled out completely. Well, almost
completely.
Lines 4(a) and (b) troubled me—the
government required the complete street
address of my destination. In other
words, they are tracking the movements
of United States Citizens, simply because
they were once members of a broad class
of "international travelers." That's where
I objected. I know that my rights as a visi
tor to a foreign country may be severely
limited, since I don't have the protections
of their constitutions. But here I am a
citizen, and absent probable cause, it is
unreasonable for the government to track
my movements or otherwise chill freedom
of movement.
So, I decided to leave those two
lines blank. I knew I could save a great
deal of hassle by simply making up an
address like "456 Smith Street, Rancho
Cordova, North Carolina." Never mind
that Rancho Cordova isn't even in North
Carolina. Ironically, the possibility of
falsification renders these lines ineffective
for most purposes, anyway.
The first officer was annoyed at
the incomplete form, and she ordered
me to complete it. 1 politely refused. She
informed me that compliance was man
datory, and that "Even the President of
the United States" must do it. Of course,
whether the President had to fill out these
lines is not the point—the question is
whether the President, or any other citizen
should have to allow their movements to be
tracked once they enter the United States.
I politely refused again.

Four officers appeared, and a super
visor sent me to a secondary processing
line. Of the 13 people in line I don't know
if I was the only U.S. Citizen, but I was
certainly the only Caucasian. The second
ary officer was more intense, and when I
wouldn't fill in the form, he peppered me
with questions ranging from my name, to
my trip, the hotel I stayed at, my place of
employment, work phone number, boss's
name, other employees' names, the pre
cise amount of time I had been working
at my current place of employment, and
so on. He then temporarily confiscated
my driver's license, with my home ad
dress on it.
Six officers surrounded me for the
remainder of my stay at Dulles Interna
tional Airport Customs. I was expressly
complicit with every order each officer
gave me. I answered every question except
my destination address. I was polite and
respectful at all times (mainly because I
didn't want to give the six officers a reason
to jump on me).
I told the interrogating officer that
as a citizen, I didn't think the government
should have the authority to track the
movements of citizens. Another officer
corrected me, "Here, you are an inter
national traveler." Apparendy, that's less
than a citizen.
During the interrogation, he did a
complete search of my luggage. Occasion
ally he would pause to remind me that
"this doesn't need to be this hard," all I
had to do was fill out the form.
And each time he told me how
easy it would be if I just complied, I
began to realize how absurd the entire
ordeal was. First, they knew exacdy who
I was—they had my passport, my driver's
license, my home address, and a complete
profile on me, which was required before
they let me step on the plane to begin
with. They had done a thorough search
of my belongings and confirmed that I

I don't think the officers exceeded
was truthful on my customs declaration
form - that I was not carrying anything their statutory authority. In fact, they
subject to a duty, which was the purpose probably could have detained me for
of the customs declaration form, in the much longer, if they had wanted. I'm
first place.
lucky that I'm a white, articulate, natural
After interroga
born citizen, otherwise
tion from two separate of
I'm fairly confident that I
ficers, three other officers
would have been subjected
escorted me into the back
to additional "security
room for a complete patmeasures."
down. I spread my arms
and feet, while an officer
I have three objec
did a clothed pat-down
tions:
of every inch of my body,
1. Absent rea
including groin area. After
sonable cause, the Federal
he was done I asked him,
Government should not
"So, writing my destina
have jurisdiction to track
tion address on the
the movements of
form would make me
large
numbers of
AARON TITUS
that much less danger
Citizens simply be
ous?" That particular
cause they were once
officer gave me a look
members of a class
that said, "Hey, I'm
of "international
just doing my job."
travelers."
These were not security measures
2. The information requested
as much as they were intimidation tactics was useless for identification, customs
to induce compliance. In fact, the very last enforcement, or security profiling because
thing the officer told me was, "Let this be a it can be falsified easily; and the full body
lesson to you to comply in the future. This search, intense interrogation, and full bag
was unnecessary and could have been gage search were logically unrelated to my
avoided if you had simply complied." destination address.
Well, of course it was. I already knew
3. In contrast to criminal law,
that.
the consequences of crossing the Depart
In all, they read me the riot act for ment of Homeland Security are currently
45 minutes. An officer finally wrote down unknowable. Do I have a terror watch
my home address printed on my driver's profile? What does it say and for how
license and confiscated my customs long? Who has access to it and what are
declaration form for additional "special" the consequences?
processing.
I must admit that I was intimidat
So, it's official. I'm an enemy of
ed. Though I stuck to my guns, I walked the state. Or, at least I think I am. I may
out shaken and wary of what unknown not find out until it's too late. And that's
consequences await me in the future, the scariest, most lawless part of all. My
especially from the "special" processing. actions may have been justifiable or just
And now, I am an Enemy of the stupid. In any case, I would rather under
State. At least, I think I might be. I don't stand and face the fear than five in the fear
know.
of unknowable consequences.
•

Privacy Please

Ten Things You Didn't Know About Dean Scott Pagel
DANIEL GREENSPAHN

The Top Ten
Dean Scott Pagel is GW Law's Associate Dean
for Information Services, Director of the Law
Library, and a Professor of Law. He currently
teaches a class on advanced legal research.
He has worked in law libraries since 1977 and
was previously at the University of Oklahoma,
Columbia University, and Golden Gate
University. He has degrees from Michigan State
(BA), Michigan (MALS), and UC Berkeley (JD).
1. Favorite place to eat in D.C.?
Luna Restaurant (on Connecticut near N).
2. Favorite TV show?
Highbrow - "The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer." Lowbrow - "Surreal Life"
- it's like watching a train crash—you can't take your eyes off it.
3. Book you are currently reading?
I seem to be on a Henry Adams kick right now. I recently finished "The
Education of Henry Adams" (which is essential for anyone interested in
the history of Washington D.C., especially during the last part of the 19th
century), and I'm trying to get into his "Mont Saint Michel and Chartres"
about French history.
4. You've been a librarian for 30 years. What books haven't you read?
Too many to list. The books that I really want to get to are a couple that
I ordered from Amazon last year and that are just gathering dust on my
shelf- they are recent translations by Robert Fagles of "The Odyssey" and
"The Illiad."
5. Be honest. Westlaw or Lexis?
Depends on the material I want to find. I frequendy am looking for
secondary sources and articles, so I tend to go to LexisNexis for that
information.

6. What would surprise students about the school's library?
The outstanding, well-trained, and knowledgeable reference staff. We have a very
large staff of 42, of whom 20 have a graduate degree in library or information
science. Of those 20, 15 also have their J.D. I don't think any other law school
in the country can boast of having that many members of the professional staff
with both degrees. We have specialists for almost every area-international law,
environmental law, intellectual property, etc. The vast majority of students never
really take advantage of the talented staff.
7. How can students best prepare for research they'll be asked to do for their
summer jobs?
Attend some of the voluntary lectures offered by the reference staff.
8. What is the most valuable or rare book GW has in its library?
An irreplaceable collection of notebooks that belonged to William Thomas
Carroll, a student in the 1820s at the first law school established in the U.S.
(Litchfield in Connecticut), and later one of the first two faculty members here
at GW when classes began in 1826. The notebooks of students who attended
Litchfield are highly prized, and we have a wonderful set of twelve volumes of
Carroll's notes that illustrates how legal education was conducted in the early
years of the United States.
9. What's the best part about being a librarian, aside from the free booze,
dance parties, and photocopying privileges?
I became a librarian because I think the transmission of knowledge is one of
the most rewarding professions one can pursue. As Director of the Burns Law
Library, I get to play a key role in developing one of the great legal research
collections in the country. We are purchasing a wide variety of legal materials paper and electronic - published in many countries, most of which will probably
be used by researchers within 2-3 years, but some of which are very esoteric and
might be in no other library in the country.
10. What would surprise students about you?
I took kickboxing and boxing classes for about 5 years until my trainers moved to
New York. And I really, really miss them!
•
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The Main Attraction
I've never seen a Scorcese movie I didn't like. This year his
picture The Departed was nominated for the Best Picture Academy
Award, and he was up for Best Director. It was Scorsese's sixth
nomination for the Best Director Award. He has been nominated
previously for Raging Bull, The Last Temptation of Christ, Goodfellas,
Gangs of New York, and The Aviator. Scorsese was snubbed by the
Academy five times, but this was finally his year. Below are a few of
my favorite Scorsese movies.

1. TAXI DRIVER (DRAMA) starring Robert De Niro, Jody
Foster, Harvey Keitel, Cybil Shepard, and Peter Boyle directed
by Martin Scorsese. Taxi Driver focuses on a Vietnam War
veteran (played by DeNiro) who becomes obsessed with a
Senatorial campaign worker, Betsy (played by Sybil Shepard),
and a 12-year old prostitute named Iris (played by Jodie Foster).
When Betsy rebuffs his advances and Iris refuses his help, he
can't help but take matters into his own hands. This movie is
very violent and intense, but it is also one of Scorsese's most
critically acclaimed works.
2.

3.

THE KING OF COMEDY (BLACK COMEDY) starring
Robert De Niro, Jerry Lewis and Sandra Bernhard, directed by
Martin Scorsese. Most people have never heard of this Scorcese
film, but I think it's one of his greatest. It is a wry, satirical film
about an inept comedian, Rubert Pupkin (played by DeNiro),
who becomes obsessed with trying to get a guest appearance
on a late night talk show after he meets the show's host.
Eventually, Pupkin teams up with his fellow celebrity- obsessed
ft enemy, Marsha (played by Sandra Bernhard), to kidnap the
show's host.

GOOD FELLAS (DRAMA) starring Ray Liotta, Robert De
Niro, Joe Pesci, Lorraine Brocco, and Paul Sorvino, directed
by Martin Scorsese. If you haven't seen this movie, you should
be ashamed of yourself. It's one of the best movies of all time,
and I think its Scorcese's finest work. The movie is based on
the life of mobster, Henry Hill, who eventually becomes a
mafia turncoat after he is caught by the feds dealing cocaine.
Hill and his associates are a bunch of small time criminals until
they successfully pull off the Luftansa heist at Idlewild Airport
(renamed JFK International Airport) in New York. After
the heist, Hill's associate, Jimmy, begins whacking everyone
associated with the heist, and the cops start bringing the heat.
All of the supporting actors in this film are perfectly cast, and
Scorsese is quite forgiving in his portrayal of them. The mafia
has never looked so cool.
CASINO (DRAMA) starring Robert De Niro, Joe Pesci,
Sharon Stone, Don Rickles, and James Woods, directed by
Martin Scorsese. Casino is one of Scorsese's most highly
criticized films. The movie is based on the life of Frank
Rosenthal who ran the Stardust casino from the 70's into
the early 80's. In the movie, Robert DeNiro's character, Ace
Rothstein, is sent to Vegas by the mafia to run the Tangiers
Casino. Rothstein is, however, on a collision course. His best
friend is bringing heat on him. His wife, Ginger, is not over her
former boyfriend and pimp, and he is under increasing pressure
from the Nevada Gaming Commission. Casino is another
entertaining mob flick courtesy of Marty Scorsese.

5.

THE AVIATOR (DRAMA) starring Leonardo DiCaprio, Cate
Blanchett, John C. Reilly, Kate Beckensale, Alec Baldwin,
Gwen Stephani and Jude Law, directed by Martin Scorsese. The
Aviator is a highly fictionalized account of the life of filmmaker,
aviation pioneer, and playboy Howard Hughes. Hughes is
an interesting subject to explore because his successes are
juxtaposed with his crippling descent into obsessive-compulsive
disorder. Hughes spent a substantial part of his life fighting the
government including defying censors during the filming of
The Outlaw and squashing accusations during a Senate hearing
that he was a wartime profiteer. Cate Blachette's performance
as Hughes's girlfriend, Katherine Hepburn, is outstanding. She
won the Best Supporting Actress Academy Award for the role.
The movie has a big budget, old Hollywood feel, and since it's
Scorsese, the camera work is also outstanding.
•

Has a running feud with a
green-blooded man
Takes every opportunity to
argue if he can
He is a proud corrupter of youth. a man who could get things done and
He dresses in flamboyant, shimmering attracted clients of considerable notori
clothing and conducts himself in an os ety. One of them was Mickey Cohen, a
tentatious manner that pushes the most mobster and former bodyguard of Las
liberal of social boundaries. He scorns Vegas kingpin Bugsy Siegel. Another was
people who pursue peace and goodness, Jack Ruby. After a jury convicted him of
condemning them as easy pickings for the murdering Lee Harvey Oswald in spite
strong and ruthless. He is the scourge of of his arguments of legal insanity, Belli
humanity, a true waste of life.
lambasted Dallas as a "a sick, sick, sick
He is, incidentally, also a personal city."
injury attorney.
He was one
The late, great
GARTLEBY
to talk. Thanks
Melvin Belli. The
to his successful
King of Torts.
personal injury

A Story of K Stre et

practice, he used
But in Epi
the proceeds to
sode 59 of the original Star Trek series, he turn his law offices into a palace filled
appeared in the guise of the mysterious with gold and crystal. It became a trend
alien Gorgan. By mentally dominating of his to fire a cannon and raise a pirate
several refugee children picked up by flag whenever he won a case. The flash
Captain Kirk and his men, he used them and success drew young attorneys and law
to attempt a takeover against the Starship students to work for him such as former
Enterprise.
Supreme Court nominee Harriet Miers,
Belli departed
who spent her 2L year
his homeworld eleven
HMBMB
in his San Francisco
years ago, after suc
office.
It's easy to see why
cumbing to a bout with
It's easy to see why
lawyers like Belli
pancreatic cancer. But
lawyers like Belli detract
he remains a legend
from the profession,
detract from the
ary figure because of
but his charisma and
profession, but
his flashy, sometimes
cheekiness are hard to
eccentric behavior and
his charisma and
resist. His record shows
appearance (including a
cheekiness are hard to that he was a man who
set of glasses that would
at the very beginning,
resist
have drawn taunts from
upon graduation from
Mr. Magoo). More
Boalt Hall School of
importantly, from the
Law, knew what he was
beginnings of his career, he showed him going to do with his degree. He was not
self highly capable of using pathos and going to spend his life in some tight little
the power of graphic imagery when he office sorting through stacks of paper and
presented demonstrative evidence in his writing memoranda that might or might
trials. Long before Bill Clinton had his not prove to be of worth. It appears he
trademarked lip-biting down pat, Belli had few aspirations toward prestige, rank,
knew how to work an audience.
or really any kind of professional respect
In 1949, in the unreported case other than his own. "Happy as a clam,"
of Jeffers v. Ci ty of San Francisco, Belli as the simile goes, and perhaps just as
represented a plaintiff who had lost her oblivious.
leg to one of the streetcars owned by the
More importantly for a trial lawyer,
defendant. To downplay their damages, Belli's personality was marked by an
defendant's counsel emphasized to the intense humanity and zeal that he main
jury the advances that had been made tained throughout his career - when so
in prosthetics, trying to convince them often in practice, traits like these become
that the injured plaintiff would be able to subsumed by cynicism and the tired ac
live normally with a replacement limb. ceptance of the routine. He loved what he
Throughout the trial, Belli kept on his did, and when speaking to the trier of fact,
table a large parcel covered in waxy paper, he had profound ability to channel that,
the kind that butchers use to wrap meat. to reach through paper and procedure and
At his closing argument, he opened it to make you see the side of his client -with
reveal an artificial leg.
out employing kitsch or sappiness. Ulti
"Ladies and gentlemen," he said, mately, advocacy is about not having the
"this is what my client will wear for the most cogent or correct legal argument but
rest of her life. Take it."
being able to advance the interests of your
He dropped it into the lap of a client. Belli did not become a huge success
juror.
by doing this with superior resources or
"Feel the warmth of life in the soft Supreme Court-level legal scholarship
tissues of its flesh," he sneered. "Feel the (apologies to Ms. Miers). He did it by
pulse of the blood as it flows through the connecting with people, and that's what
veins, feel the marvelous smooth articula makes such a remarkable story.
tion at the new joint and touch the rippling
Belli said in an interview with Play
muscles of the calf."
boy that if he hadn't gotten into work as a
And you thought you had seen the trial attorney that he would have become
last of these types back in high school.
a dramatist. So perhaps that's a lesson to
The verdict was as unnerving as the be learned. If law turns out not to be for
exhibit. The jury deliberated for twenty you, and if you have the right personality
minutes and awarded $100,000 — ten to pull it off, you might be able to continue
times the typical going rate for a severed onward to a career in show business.
limb.
Who knows, maybe you'll even end
Belli quickly became known as up on Star Trek.
HJ
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Super Terrific Baseball
Preview, part 2
After reading part 1 of this unprec MVP. It sends a message to all the kids
edented two-part baseball preview, you in America that if you try hard enough,
were probably thinking "it sounds like he you can achieve success (as defined by
just looked at every team's depth chart moronic baseball writers) even if you
briefly then made a bunch of jokes about have absolutely no natural talent. I would
things that were funny a few years ago." be remiss if I didn't mention Tony La
A nice thought, but you would be dead Russa's DUI arrest last week. I know it's
wrong. I looked at each team's depth pretty low to kick someone when they're
chart and roster for at least 5 minutes, down (and asleep), but I think this whole
which means I researched that column incident proves that La Russa is no better
for almost 90 minutes. You probably feel than the rest of us who had a few drinks
and were really tired
pretty stupid now for
and fell asleep at an
doubting me. Anyway,
intersection.
on to part 2.
Chicago Cubs.
NL East
Write this down: Al
New York Mets:
fonso Soriano will
This team is one of the
have more outfield
greatest teams ever as
assists than the num
sembled by a GMnamed
ber of innings Mark
Omar. With every posi
Prior will pitch this
tion player back save
season.
Cliff Floyd (best friend
Milwaukee
David Wright might
Brewers: Apparent
have trouble coping
ly the Brewers are
for awhile) and a rota
one of the sleeper
tion featuring a mix of
teams of 2007. This
young talent and AARP
characterization
members, the Met
JONATHAN AUERBACH
is completely offropolitans should be
base. In order to
declared World Series
be a sleeper team,
champions after they
you must fly under
beat the Cardinals on
the media radar for
April 1.
Atlanta Braves: Braves fans have approximately three years while achieving
spent all winter convincing themselves moderate success and then bust out all of
that last year's poor performance was just sudden with a great season. The Brewers,
a fluke and that this year will mark the first unfortunately, are already on the radar
of another 14-straight division titles. Such as a perennially sleeper team that never
unbridled optimism is nice to see once and achieves anything. Therefore I won't be
a while, but unfortunately this will instead sleeping (I amso hilarious sometimes) on
be year two of a 14-year playoff drought. them not to make the playoffs.
Although Brian McCann has pretty good
Houston Astros: I think that the
Astros need to move on from their Roger
stats for a catcher.
Florida Marlins: Everyone made Clemens fascination and start building
a big deal last year about how well the their team around Koby Clemens. Given
Marlins finished despite starting a team of Koby's so-so success in the minors so
mostly rookies. People fail to realize that far, the team would be wise to convert
the team finished 19 games out of first, him into a pitcher so that 2/5ths of their
fired their manager-of-the-year manager, rotation wouldn't be taking up seats in
and didn't make the playoffs. That's a the dugout during the days they aren't
pretty underachieving squad. Didn't the pitching.
Braves make the playoffs in 2005 with a
Cincinnati Reds: Did I make a
bunch of rookies, an established position Ken Griffey Jr. joke in last year's baseball
player, and a good pitcher? That seems preview column? (Apparently I didn't, but
to be exactly what the Marlins had last I did talk about Koby Clemens. Yikes).
season.
Anyway, Ken Griffey Jr. should serve as
Philadelphia Phillies: Ryan How a warning that you can't go home again
ard is supposedly the new young face of because if you do, you will injure your
the league, but did you know that he's hamstrings several times and be forced to
older than Albert Pujols by two months? move to right field to make way for some
He already reached his peak in only his kid named Denorfia.
Pittsburgh Pirates: One of my
first full season! On the pitching side,
the number two starter beats his wife, friends is a huge Pirates fan, so if they
and the number five starter is 45 years have any sort of success this season (read:
old (although still a bit younger than El win more than 70 games), he is going to
Duque).
become unbearable. It was bad enough
Washington Nationals: The Man when Freddy Sanchez won the batting
ny Acta Era is upon us, and I for one am title last year, but can you imagine if
very excited. After clearing house in the the Pirates actually do something that
offseason to build from the ground up, matters?
the Nationals will look like a very differ
NL West
ent team this season: one that stinks. Oh
Los Angeles Dodgers: The Dodg
wait, that's not any different from last ers were that team that everyone thought
year. With only one recognizable player, would beat the Mets in the NLDS but then
the only reason you have for going to RFK they got swept, and everyone realized that
this stadium is to eat a mediocre pulled they were wrong. To prove to everyone
pork sandwich at Red, Hot and Blue.
that they weren't wrong, the Dodgers went
NL Central
out and signed a bunch of expensive free
St. Louis Cardinals: Did they re agents. Still feeling the heat from hiring
ally win the World Series? Really? People a so-called "Moneyball" GM a few years
don't seem to realize the consequences of ago, the team has been practicing not tak
David Eckstein winning the World Series ing pitches in spring training and hopes to

Left-WingLock

A Must See: D.C.'s Annual National
Cherry Blossom Festival
(March 31 - April 15)
BY EVELYN KIM

Life Outside the Law
According to the calendar, spring officially began on March 21. However, spring
officially begins in D.C. with the kick-off of the National Cherry Blossom
Festival. This festival is a well-loved D.C. tradition where millions visit to see
the tidal basin covered in a sea of pink and white blossoms. I have visited the
blossoms every year since I moved to the D.C. area in 2002 and highly recom
mend the event as the blossoms are a sight worth seeing, despite the mobs of
tourists (I found going late in the afternoon on weekdays yields fewer tourists).
The accompanying festival events are also highly recommended because they are
a great way to learn about Japan's rich heritage as well as enjoy being outdoors.
The festival will run from March 31 through April 15.
A Little History
The cherry trees were a gift of friendship from Japan in 1912. The initial
3,200 trees arrived in 1910 but were infested with insects and therefore were
destroyed. Japan subsequently donated another 3,700 trees in 1912. The first two
trees were planted by First Lady Taft and Viscountess Chinda of Japan—the
simple ceremony marking the inception of the Cherry Blossom Festival. In
1965, Japan donated another 3,800 trees to First Lady Bird Johnson.

• Two of the original trees from Japan are still standing several hundred yards
west of the John Paul Jones statute at south end of the 17th Street.
• There are twelve different varieties of trees, the most dominant being the Yoshino and Kwanan variety.
• Robert Defeo, National Park Service's regional horticulturist, is the forecaster
of the cherry blossom blooming schedule. He bases his predictions on the
weather and careful monitoring of the buds.

As mentioned, there will be a whole array of activities as part of the National
Cherry Blossom Festival. Here are a select few that may be worth visiting:
• Opening ceremony held at the National Building Museum (3/21 at 4-5:30pm)
• 41" Annual Smithsonian Kite Festival (3/31 at 10-4pm on Washington
Monument grounds)
• 20th Annual George Washington Invitational Regatta (4/6, i-4pm and 4/7,
8-4pm at the Thompson Boat Center on the Potomac River)
• National Cherry Blossom Festival Fireworks Show (4/7, 8:30-8:50) with
a prelude of musical entertainment (starting at 5pm) and a dessert and coffee
buffet by Phillips Seafood Restaurant (7-10pm). All located at the Southwest
Waterfront.
• 14th Annual Cherry Blossom Festival Parade (4/14 at 10am along Constitu
tion Ave.)
• Sakura Matsuri: The Japanese Street Festival (4/14 at 1 l-6pm on Penn Ave.)
• Various guided walking and biking tours led by the National Park Service
• 5th Annual Japanese Anime Movie Marathon (4/14,1 l-4pm at The Freer)
More information and a full listing of all the events are found at the official
National Cherry Blossom Festival website at www.nationalcherrvblossomfestival.org. More facts about the cherry trees are found at the National Park Service
website at http: / www.nps.
/
gov/nama/planvourvisit/national-cherrv-blossom-

•

finish with the fewest walks in the league
this year.
Arizona Diamondbacks: Randy
Johnson is back in the desert and Diamondback fans are going crazy! The
Diamondbacks themselves will also be
going crazy if Eric Byrnes shows up in
the clubhouse in one of his ridiculous suits
that he sported as a postseason analyst on
ESPN. Wow, that joke was pretty lame.
San Francisco Giants: I hope the
Giants' marketing campaign this season
highlights the fact that their two premiere
players are both named Barry. That would
be really witty of them. Also I like how
the team resisted the impulse to start any
position players younger than 30. Those
whippersnappers don't know how the
game is played!
San Diego Padres: With the Giles
brothers reunited for the first time since
Pony League ball and a sterling young
ace in Greg Maddux, this may be the
year the Padres win the NL West with a
mediocre record and then win two games

in the LDS before exiting gracefully from
the playoffs.
Colorado Rockies: Little known
fact: the Rockies have been lowering the
altitude of Coors Field by several feet
for the last 10 years. In another 20 years,
the park will be exactly at sea level, and
the Rockies will finally be able to field a
competitive team.
So here we are at the end of this
monstrous preview, and I've come to one
conclusion: every team except the Mets is
pretty bad. I mean, go back and read this
column again; I wrote something negative
about every team! I must be a pretty bitter
person. Anyway, here are my postseason
predictions:
LDS: Yankees over Twins, Red Sox
over A's; Mets over Padres, Cardinals
over Phillies
LCS: Red Sox over Yankees, Mets over
Cardinals
World Series: Mets over Red Sox, 4-3 •
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Six Seconds of the Social Sonic Subconscious
I have to share with you one of the for superiority. Every musician has influ
best links I've received recently. Recorded ences, and there are very few who can be
by one Nate Harrison in 2004, a history said to have a completely unique sound.
of "The Amen Break": http://www.you- With the ability to integrate prior record
tube.com/watch?v=5SaFTm2bcac. It's ings directly into new tracks, those artists
18 minutes long, but you
don't need to watch the video
JIMI CHANG
(mostly a record playing).
Just listen to the audio of it,
and you will recognize this
ubiquitous drum beat.
This six-second sample
from a B-side called "Amen Brother" by are able to pay homage and breathe new
The Winstons is a staple in electronica life into the music of the artists on whose
and has been used in songs ranging from shoulders they stand. This has led to the
NWA's "Straight Outta Compton" to the creation of new music that has enhanced
theme song for The Powerpuff Girls car and at times revolutionized the musical
toon. The fact that this mini-documentary landscape. Look back at the Beastie Boys'
exists on YouTube reflects the greatest sophomore album Paul's Boutique. While
change the Internet is making in society: marking its significant positive influence
the distribution of information. History is on hip-hop and transitioning the Beastie
being digitized, and stories like this about Boys from a one-hit wonder to an es
a break beat and its effect on music and tablished act, this album explodes with
culture are able to reach a much wider samples of dozens of musicians.
audience.
But this isn't 1989 anymore, and
This is more than just a happy little today the Recording Industry Association
story, though, because hanging over the of America (RIAA) is screaming about
head of creativity in this digital age is the lost profits, domestic piracy, and the end
over-enforcement of intellectual property of the music industry. And that's not all
rights.
for show. Dragging behind and chained to
The story of the music sample is the feet of creativity in the digital age isthe
perhaps the best battlefront to examine, under-enforcement of intellectual prop
where artistic creativity and rights pro erty rights—according to the RIAA.
tection both have compelling arguments
It's an easier argument to make that

if there are no royalties for using other overcharge for CDs and litigate against
performers' music, then there will be no indebted college students. Musicians
incentive to create music at all. That's fair themselves aren't always happy with how
and true, and examples of what might be the labels often get the majority of the
abuse are rampant. For instance, look no money and leave the musician with little
farther than Pittsburgh's Greg to look forward to besides a "Behind the
Gillis. Performing as Girl Talk, Music" documentary.
his 2006 release of Night Ripper
But, we are a lost generation to the
on the Illegal Art label makes old music industry.
one wonder if there is a song
Growing up with the Internet, our
that he didn't sample in crafting generation has an inherent sense of what
the album. He has over 150 should and should not be shared in terms
songs sampled in 42 minutes, and while of information. Technical restraints are de
the album is masterful, exciting, and bril veloped to stop file sharing or CD ripping,
liantly spastic in blending songs, you can't but that battle is also lost because in the
help but ask, "Does he even acknowledge end the digital world reduces everything
that there are copyright laws?"
to Is and Os. All information can be (and
I want Gillis to
eventually probably
create more because
will be) encoded and
the overlay of "Ho,
distributed,
and any
http://www.youtube.com/
ho, ho, it's magic!
security measure can
watch?v=5SaFTm2bcac. be hacked or avoided
/ Now I ain't sayin'
she's a gold digger.
and ultimately de
/ You know, never
feated. Music was
believe it's not so" is inspired. But, he always meant to be shared; it's the form
is inviting a lawsuit, and if he makes of the art. Just because cassette tapes, or
enough money or gets enough notoriety sampling boards, or cable modems make
then thanking the sampled artists in the it easier to share does not mean the old
liner notes might not be satisfactory for business model deserves protection when
it fails to evolve. The market should be
all of them.
Generally, people can agree that no trusted to distribute tut and information
one wants the artists to be shortchanged equitably, not an industry that sometimes
or disheartened into stagnation. On the seems to exist only to graft off the talent
other hand, the RIAA and music labels of others.
d

Intellectually Problematic

Is Congress Handling the DOJ Situation Appropriately?
In the past two weeks, the District this when they take their jobs. Ideally,
has become obsessed with the future of they just want to serve their President and
the Attorney General. The development their country.
making the headlines right now is best
But naturally, we like to look deeper
encapsulated by the title of a series of Sen- into the workings of government. We
ate hearings: "Is the
want to know why
Department of Justice
ADAM PE ARLMAN
things happen the
Politicizing the Hiring
way they do. We, corand Firing of United /lr»# ft fYi ft Vl/VltPV reCtly' desire tranS"
States Attorneys?"
f C/#f ff I f £€>#
parency. But, in the
While the recent
biggest irony of all,
departures of eight of the ninety-three US even when we complain we really like
Attorneys have caused much uproar on the status quo.
the Hill, it's actually Congress' handling
There is little argument that for the
of the situation that has captured my past couple years the Bush Administration
intrigue. Congress is essentially asking has been painted as a clan that can do no
whether an executive department is po- right. Why then, when certain high rankliticizing the employment of... political ing officials in that group resign, has there
appointees? To be sure, United States At- been such uproar over what's now called
torneys are appointed by the President. As indignant firings of dedicated public serwith all other Administration employees, vants? Mere months ago some of the same
they serve at the pleasure ^Senators and Conof the President and can be
.
gressmen who are
fired at any time, for any
Congress IS essentially now rushing to the
reason, and of course, withasking whether an"
aid of the recently
out any input or interference
.
.
.
jobless prosecutors
J
P
from the other branches of
department executive
would haw loved
government.
is politicizing the
to seen them crash
Unofficial figures
employment of ...
and burn along
put the average tenure of
.
.
with the rest of
Schedule C appointees, that
political appointees.
the Administrais, non-Senate-confirmed
tion. Keep in mind
appointees, at about 18
that for the past
months. They sometimes move offices, three years Congress refused to give the
leave the Administration altogether, or Executive Office of US Attorneys money
are told to leave. For both Schedule C's to fill vacancies in US Attorneys Offices
and Senate-confirmed appointees, per- nationwide, resulting in a lengthy hiring
formance can be a factor, but these are freeze and critical manpower shortage,
people who are not in any way protected
I am not saying the Department is
by the civil service system and who know free and clear. I have no idea what went

on internally. But there's a greater problem Senators and Congressmen who pressured
in American politics today than the pro- them, who called their homes, who tried
cedural defects of the Executive Branch, to influence their investigations. Those
Here, as with so much else, Congress elected representatives, rather than callneeds to stop deflecting everything back ing for more Executive resignations, need
to the Executive and shoulder its own to be introspective for a change. As it is
responsibility.
there's a critical shortage of leadership on
There are only two things on Capitol the Hill and even less accountability.
Hill that are truly biparI firmly believe
tisan. The first, quietly,
_
that our legislators
t
is national security. Yes,
But, in the biggest
should lead by example,
members of each party irony of all, even when After all, they are a body
say very different things
, .
„
of the people, elected by
in public, but in the end
COmplttin we really tjje pe0ple for the peoyou won't find all too
like the Status quo.
pie. So, if Senator Reid
many differences on the
really wants the resignanitty-gritty dealings of
tion of Alberto Gonzathe intelligence committees.
les, a leader who is smart as a whip, has
The second, not as quietly, is taking the best interests of the country at heart,
care of their own. The FBI was highly is an approachable public figure without
criticized for its raid of Congressman qualms about walking into somebody's
Jefferson's famous freezer, which we all office at DOJ just to introduce himself, is
know contained an awful lot of cold cash a boss who can raise morale throughout
that didn't belong there (and of course, for his Department, and who can calm anywhich he didn't pay taxes). Then-Speaker one with an easy smile, then Senator Reid
Hastert and current Speaker Pelosi band- should lead by example and be the first to
ed together in an unprecedented show resign. It's his Senate. The improprieties
of legislative arrogance... oops, I mean of his Senators fall under his watch, but
legislative privilege. (Keep in mind that we all know that won't happen. He and
even federal judges don't get the protec- Pelosi, as well as minority leadership, will
tions Congress claims for itself. And we all likely just try to keep Gonzales's FBI from
know how Congress reacts when Execu- finding
any more cash in their freezers,
five Privilege is claimed.) It's that same
sort of insulated attitude that attempted
to sweep the Mark Foley scandal under
Note: The opinions expressed above are
the rug for so long.
in no way reflective of an official position on
And, yes - the same thing is hap- the United States Department of Justice, nor
pening here. The people who should be any divisions, offices, sections, or units therein
ashamed and taking blame for the pres- where Adam Pearlman has worked, past or
sure put on these US Attorneys are the present.
•
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TheFog of Publicity
Surrounding Scandal
As the attention to the firings of General to appoint interim U.S. attor
eight U.S. attorneys has moved from slow neys, bypassing Senate confirmation.
broil to roiling boil, several myths, distor Repeatedly in the released emails you will
tions, and half-truths have continued to find references to problems with "home
be repeated by White House partisans. state Senators" and "Senator problems."
There's also this nugget
Only by wading knee
from a Sampson email:
deep through the warped
"By not going the [con
world of public relations
BY JOSHUA TEITELBAUM
firmation] route, we can
can we find what the ad
ministration is trying to
give far less deference
to home-state Senators
hide. It's not pretty.
and thereby get (1) our
Myth #1: An
"Overblown Personnel Matter" - The preferred person appointed and (2) do it
Attorney General wrote a short editorial far faster and more efficiently, at less po
in USA Today dismissing the firing of litical cost to the White House." And, my
eight U.S. Attorneys as an "overblown personal favorite contains his thoughts on
personnel matter." He wrote that their using the Patriot Act provision: "what's
dismissals were "performance related." E- the point of having this power if we don't
mails released and news reports since the exercise it?" The most under-talked about
publication of that editorial have revealed aspect of this scandal is that, in addition to
it to be patently untrue. An investigation politicizing the administration of justice,
by the Associated Press revealed that not it's once again about centralizing execu
only did the fired U.S. attorneys have tive power and reducing the oversight of
positive job reviews, but they were among Congress.
Myth #2: Clinton did it too!
the best of the bunch. Six of the eight
ranked in the top third in the number of - Related to arguments about this being
prosecutions brought last year, and five of an "overblown personnel matter" is the
the eight were among "the government's argument that these attorneys serve at
top performers in winning convictions." It the pleasure of the president. This charge
isn't in their performance as U.S. attorneys may be the most incorrigible because this
that they failed, but as loyal lawyers on is where the waters get murky,
behalf of the administration.
Yes, U.S. attorneys are political
The tie that binds these attorneys appointees, but once appointed they are
is their prosecutorial independence and to remain independent from the political
public corruption investigations. Carol arm that appointed them. It is a matter
Uam, U.S. attorney in the southern district of tradition and an institutional norm
of California, sent Congressman Randy that U.S. attorneys remain until a new
"Duke" Cunningham to jail for bribery president arrives who can then appoint
and was in the middle of investigating his his own batch. So, you'll often hear from
associates in the Defense Department and Republican partisans the canard that
contracting world when she was asked "Clinton fired all of his U.S. attorneys
to resign.
when he was president." Yes, of course he
Bud Cummins in Arkansas slogged did. This is how it's been done, but what
through a high profile corruption case he didn't do was fire any U.S. attorneys
of Republicans when he was replaced midway through his presidency. Neither
by Tim Griffin. According to his own did the previous two term president,
resume, Griffin worked in the research Ronald Reagan.
department of the RNC for the 2000 and
In fact, the engineers of the current
2004 campaigns (translated: he dug up firings
knew this. Kyle Sampson to Hardirt on Gore and Kerry, a legit political riet Miers, January 9th, 2006: "In recent
function perhaps, but not exactly a quali- memory, during the Reagan and Clinton
fication for U.S. attorney) before moving administrations, Presidents Reagan and
to the White House Office of Political Clinton did not seek to remove and reAffairs in 2005. Kyle Sampson, Gonzales' place U.S. Attorneys they had appointed
chief of staff, wrote in an email that "get- whose four year terms had expired, but
ting [Griffin] appointed was important to instead permitted such U.S. Attorneys to
Harriet, Karl, etc."
serve indefinitely" (underline provided
David Iglesias, former U.S. attorney by Sampson). So, when you hear on
of New Mexico, wrote in the New York cable television that "Clinton did it too!"
Times why he was fired in an op-ed titled know that it's a lie, and those that fired
"Why I Was Fired." He described how he these eight U.S. attorneys knew the truth
received two unusual phone calls inquir- last year.
ing about the progress of voter fraud cases
Myth #3: "A Reasonable Propos- one from Republican Congresswoman al" - As the administration's public deHeather Wilson and another from Re- fense began to fall apart and the Congress
publican Senator Pete Domenici. Iglesias pressed on in its investigation, President
reviewed over one hundred cases, found Bush took to the cameras and offered "a
only one worth prosecuting and after reasonable proposal." For those of you
meeting with the public integrity sections who've seen The Daily Show montage, I
of the FBI and DOJ decided not to pros- needn't explain the ridiculous lengths to
ecute. Iglesias was summarily fired.
which it was probably pounded into the
These are three of the most glaring president before speaking that any menexamples of how in fact the firing of eight tion of the word 'proposal' be preceded
U.S. attorneys is more than "an overblown by 'reasonable.' Yet, an offer for a closed
personnel matter." When choosing which interview by the Senate of Karl Rove
ones to fire, one of the elements to weigh without a transcript nor under oath is not
listed by Sampson was loyalty to the ad- a reasonable proposal. It's a Guantanamo
ministration.
Bay trial. If only they hadn't used a phrase
Yet, none of this would have been already so tainted by Swiftian satire. Swift
an option if the ability to replace U.S. suggested "a modest proposal" that the
Attorneys hadn't been centralized in the Irish eat their own children to survive
executive. A provision of the Patriot Act famine. Republicans may end up doing
reauthorization allowed the Attorney the same thing by the time this all ends.•

On the Left

"We have found a witch! May
we burn [him]?"
Like the peasants in the famous us believe that dismissing eight of them
Monty Python movie, the Democrats have is some kind of partisan travesty. They
grouped around an overgrown and grossly would do well to remember the old adage
inaccurate scale. Their goal is the condem- "what's good for the goose is good for the
nation of a group of accused witches. But gander" because their zeal to discredit
while Senator Schumer
and shamelessly attack
isn't claiming to have
the President may come
been turned into a newt
TT
back to haunt them.
,.
BY ADAM J. BESTER
,C .
,
like his comedic counIf the administraterpart, he and fellow
tion did anything wrong,
democrats are pointing
it wasn't firing the attortheir fingers at the adneys, it was mishandling
ministration, shouting accusations of a yet another Democrat attack and failing to
make-believe crime.
prevent the ensuing public relations disasThey accuse the administration of ter. Dealing with scandal and the media
having political motivations for firing
has blossomed from a mere weakness into
eight U.S. attorneys. Trouble is, that's the administration's achilles heel. At this
not illegal. U.S. attorneys serve "at the point, every action the President takes
pleasure of the president." Prior presi- brands another bullseye on his back at
dents from both parties
which people like Senahave fired many more
tor Schumer take pot
shots'
if not all ninety-three of
They UCCUSe the
, . .
the attorneys. So what
The real victims
%
#
#
is the President's crime?
administration of
in all of this aren't the
There isn't one. It's just
having political
eight dismissed attora trumped-up charge
..
~
~ .
neys. The real victims
meant to mislead the motivations, far firing are the American people.
American public into foleight U.S. attorneys. Not only are they faced
with a massive waSte
lowing a political witch
Trouble A that's not
hunt.
.
of congressional and
The idea that the illegal. U.S. attorneys executive time, energy,
President, the attorney serve "at the pleasure ar|d tax dollars. They are
general, or any other
„ .
.,
„
being led to believe an
member of the adminOJ the p resident.
utter falsehood for naked
istration did something
Machiavellian political
illegal in dismissing the
purposes. It's amusing
attorneys is sheer lunacy. When an offi- how one political branch makes political
cer of the executive branch serves "at the gain by accusing the other political branch
pleasure of the president" that officer may of being political. Both sides are guilty
be fired at any time, for any reason, or for of that, and they always will be. The real
no reason at all. That's a harsh reality that shame here is that the entire scandal is
probably doesn't seem fair to some people, a non-issue. Normally the accusing side
but it is reality nonetheless. A president has a little more to stand on than pure
doesn't need Congress's approval to fire imagination.
an attorney. There
Some Demo-

On the Right

•s no provision for
have even been
A president doesn't need
r
oversight and little
trumping proposed
recourse for an atCongress's approval to
legislation to limit
torney who simply fire
presidential discrean attorney. There is
tion in decisions to
isn't happy about
no provision for oversight
retain or fire U.S. at
getting kicked to the
torneys.
If they pur
curb.
and little recourse for an
sue these proposals,
There is noth
attorney who simply isn't
they surely realize
ing wrong with a
happy about getting kicked that the President
president firing at
would veto the re
torneys that he feels
to the curb.
sulting legislation.
are not perform
But in fact, it would
ing their jobs up to
whatever standards he may set, making serve them right if he signed it into law
room for others who will do their jobs instead. Once again, "what's good for the
more according to the administration's goose is good for the gander." Or maybe
direction. In this case the administration the next Democrat president will actually
found that the dismissed attorneys were want the ability to fire a Republican atless-than-tenacious in their prosecution torney who doesn't adequately pursue the
of voter fraud cases. I don't think any- Democrats' law enforcement priorities?
body would contend that voter fraud
The Democrats have cooked up a
isn't important enough in a democracy to scandal where none exists in their neverrequire that U.S. attorneys be zealous in ending attempts to discredit the President,
investigating and prosecuting it. Yet the They're going after Alberto Gonzales,
Democrats in congress want us to believe Karl Rove, and Harriet Miers, and they
that the motivations were political, that intend to impute their imaginary crime
this is some kind of crime, and that it is to the Commander-in-Chief. They have
worth congressional and executive time to their scales set, and they've made their
subpoena executive officials so they can be accusations. All that's left isthe trial by orbrowbeaten and have their wrists slapped deal and the bonfire. I wonder if anybody
on national television.
remembered to bring some marshmallows
The President's actions were not for the S'mores?
unusual. Prior administrations have dis
missed attorneys for little or no reason.
-Adam is a 3L who thinks the fired
The Clinton administration dismissed attorneys were well aware that their job
all ninety-three U.S. attorneys almost security hinged on the approval of the
immediately after assuming office. Yet President, and so they shouldn't be comthe Democrats in Congress would have plaining.
•
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OPINIONS
Letter to the Editor

Signing off as SBA
President

There is still plenty of work to be
I want to thank all of you for giv
done.
I know Bryan King and his team are
ing me the opportunity to represent you.
We've had our ups and downs this year, chomping at the bit to take over. On my
but it has been a great ride. Our com way out the door, I do have three issues
munity has grown this year and it really that I hope the SBA and law school focus
wouldn't have been possible without the on this next year.
1) Journals — This should be our
leadership of several key individuals, not
number
one priority until GW Law has
to mention our engaged student body.
We had the largest turnout ever at participation rates at 50-60%. George
Barrister's Ball, the Halloween Party, and town isn't ranked much higher than us,
the Ski Trip (Thanks Katie Raimondo and we pay the same tuition. There is no
and the Programming Committee)! We reason a Georgetown Law grad with simi
had an amazing Mentoring Program lar grades and experiences should have
a leg up on a GW Law
(Thanks Matt Raeburn!),
grad solely based on the
more students bought busi
fact that his or her school
ness cards than ever before
has 10 journals while GW
(Thanks
Karen
Chuang!),
he?
1
wonder
if
a
ous that free speech
contempt - the cause Of
°y
has 4.5.
the
Writing
Competition
coupled with the na,
,
,
descendants of Unit2) Tuition — Be
was
a
success
(Thanks
Eric
ture and custom of
much greater harm ftO
ecj Empire Loyalists
tween
1985 and 2002, law
Jeschke!),
our
ABA
Rep
the annual Law Revue Cubans everywhere] than would be offended. Cf
school
tuition nationwide
now
chairs
the
ABA
Law
make the "Viva La
.... t
Godfrey-Milliken Bill
Jt
increased 340% at private
Student Division (Congrats
Revueiucion" t-shirts
mere
It (Qmada)
junny
schools and 500% at pubentirely appropriate,
IS for this reason that I
Without justify- Dan Suvor!), Pro Bono and
he law schools. I am not
Community
Service
have
the
violence
of
in8
and maybe more submit this letter.
an economist, but I know
grown
significantly
(Thanks
well done. But even
the Cuban Revolution,
inflation hasn't risen that
Kaitlin
Dunne
and
Annora
looking beyond the
I only aim to point
much. While GW Law
out
Bell!),
we
now
work
as
a
parodic play frame of
the irrationality
shouldn't cut
t
e
a
m
w
i
t
h
SAM JAMMAL
Law Revue, Mr. Sarria's public display of the Cuban-exile community's thought
r
esources
t
h
e
A
l
u
m

of offense is representative of an exile process as exemplified by Mr. Sarria takthat
will keep
n
i
O
f
f
i
c
e
community consumed by hatred and ing offense to a playful representation of
us
competi
(Thanks
Matt
contempt - the cause of much greater Che Guevara. Unfortunately too many
tive with the
harm [to Cubans everywhere] than mere of these exiles (and a select group of H a y n i e ! ) ,
big
boys,
we
should
lead
in
rethinking
and
we
sent
a
message
to
the
undergrads
funny t-shirts. It is for this reason that I their offspring) have yet to let go of their
the
astronomical
rates
at
which
tuition
that
we
want
our
money
(Thanks
Bryan
submit this letter.
grudge against the leaders of the Cuban
is increasing. One interim solution I
I must note that I myself never have Revolution. This grudge, which is better Mechell and Peter Feldman!).
We also had an amazing 1L ori recommend is for students to be charged
been a fan of Ernesto "Che" Guevara, and characterized as vengeance and hatred
the same price of tuition
entation
(Thanks Bryan
like Mr. Sarria, find the frequent commer- for characters like Che Guevara and Fidel
each of their three years
King,
Isma
Begg
and
cialization of his image quite ironic. But Castro, has led to the creation of powerful
Our community has with any increases to
to say that putting Che's face on a GW Miami-based lobbying groups and quasi- L i n d s e y B i n s t o c k ! ) ,
grown this year and be passed on to sub
Law Revue t-shirt is akin to celebrating terrorist organizations funded by wealthy Commencement Week is
sequent classes. This
looking
fantastic
(Th
anks
Adolf Hitler and the Holocaust is entirely exiles. These groups seek only to maintain
it really wouldn't
will at least allow stu
Jackie
Chan!),
our
Class
unfounded. Indeed, such a statement is the oppressive 46-year old embargo and
dents to better grasp the
have
been
possible
Gift
giving
numbers
are
likely insulting to Jewish families as it be- undermine the sovereignty of the Cuban
costs of their education
growing
(Thanks
Karen
without the leadership and plan accordingly. I
littles the real and innumerable atrocities government.
performed by WWII Germany.
Until we as a united Cuban-Ameri- Greenwood!), and the
of several key
know Dean Lawrence
I would remind Mr. Sarria that there can community learn to let go of the past GW Law Games will re
is working hard to bring
ally
be
something
special
individuals
is a difference between revolution and there will be no peace between our two
,h (Thanks
in more alumni giving
on
April
10
genocide. I would also remind him that nations, only continued injustice. Fidel
to help with need and
Alex
Berg!).
the Cuban Revolution was an incredibly will die eventually, but I hope I do not
merit scholarships, but we can't just wait
On
the
advocacy
front,
we
have
a
popular revolution and quite bloodless have to wait that long to re-visit my famnew journal/ writing opportunity (Oxford for another Burns and Lerner to come
in comparison with well-known revolu- ily in Havana,
Press
International Law in Domestic along and reopen the doors to qualified
tions throughout modern history. Best
Courts
On-Line Journal) starting next applicants who may be priced out of the
estimates of executions ordered by Che
-Daniel J. Perez, 2L (Perez writes
year,
and
we are working as a team with system. There is a leadership void on this
Guevara and other leaders of the Cuban the "Beyond Embargo" Feature for Nota
the
Deans
Office on trying to bring one issue, and I hope GW Law fills it.
revolution lie in the hundreds (which I Bene)
^
3) Greener GW Law — We hosted
to two larger journals to the law school
within the near future. While the new A1 Gore, held a national environmental
on-line journal may not have as large of conference, and host one of the most pres
participation numbers as we all want, tigious environmental law programs in
it is a start and gives more students the the country. Let's walk the walk and take
opportunity to be published. I want to action on global warming. The law school
" IF A TREE FALLS..
personally thank Megan Mocho for all of should take the lead by mandating energy
her hard work and commitment to this is efficiency in our lighting, new buildings,
O K 1
G R E T A
S Y N *
sue. Though we 3Ls won't personally reap and supplies. We can also do a lot of good
O D 1 N
R E R A N - N A 1 R
the rewards nor will we see the results, we for the planet by actually making sure
A N N oiG O W N
A G 1 N G
moved the ball farther than it has been in that the cleaning crew recycles, stacking
G
G
S
1
R
E
D
0
L
the copy center with recyclable paper and
C
K
A
B
'
a long time.
N
Our other big advocacy push was putting the Nota Bene o n-fine. Once we
L A S E R •T E E |
G N A T S
flexible exams. We pushed for more take put our house in order, we should then
S A s S Y
home exams, and it is now a recom push for the larger campus to go green.
O A R S E
N 1
E V 1 L
mended practice from the Dean's Office. Academia is about the future. Let's make
G R o P E
M E A T
L 1 M O
We sought greater flexibility for students sure there is one.
E A R S
T A R
L E A G u
In closing, it has been a pleasure
with personal emergencies, and we won
P
E
L
H
being
SBA President this year. Thank
A O M A N
Curriculum Committee approval with a
you
all
for your help and support. I don't
T E N E T
faculty vote still pending. Though our
|R O U T |
G
know
if
the Nota Bene will ever let me
recommendation for allowing students
B u M P O N A L O
A N T
write
again
now that I suggested they go
to reschedule conflicts will only be a pilot
c O O K E
o D E S
L O O T
solely
on-line,
so this is probably the last
next fall, the issue remains alive, and the
P E L
A 1 M s
M A T H
' M
time
you
will
see
my face on these pages.
school continues to move closer toward
«- 1 E N S
T O O
Thank
you
for
reading.
Maybe we will
A H E M
making sure student course decisions
talk
again.
Maybe
we
won't.
It has been
are about the subject matter and not the
a
pleasure.
G
exam time.

This letter is in response to the might add was common practice during
February 20, 2007 letter to the editor the prior Batista regime). These figures
by 2L Alejandro Sarria. A pronounced pale in comparison with the Holocaust
"Cuban-American," Mr. Sarria found (11+ million) and even the current death
himself offended by
toll in Iraq,
the Che-inspired Law
Instead of Hitler,
Revue .-shirts used to
even looking beyond Mr. Sarria might have
d
J
promote the annual
been more correct to
talent show. As a Cuthe parodic play frame consider the effects
ban-American myself,
a f t a w Revue M r
°f placing George
I am compelled to re. ,
...
Washington's mug on
r
spond to his point of Sama S public display of a t-shirt. Or worse,
view.
offense is representative what if a university
Just to begin in
,
was named after him?
nf
a
generalities, I think
°faH eX,le community
After a„ Gw was a
it is reasonably obvi- consumed by hatred and
revolutionary, wasn't

Message from the Prez
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ODDS AND ENDS

Nota Bene
"If a Tree Falls.,
Across

1 Actress Garbo
6 Auld Lang
10 Troublesome Norse god
14 Aired again
15 Electrolysis alternative?
16 Another Norse god
17 Human process
18 Part of AD
19 Pram attire
20 Unable to keep up with
orders for fallen trees
22 Eye part
23 Type of surgery
24
ager
26 Disrespectful
29 Tiny fliers
33 Comes before eye
37 Zilch
38 Mr. Ed after too many
takes (of course)
39 Bridal vehicle
40 Feel one's way
42 Pork or poultry
43 1 out of 20,000 for Verne
45 Old sailor
46 Hearing aids
47 Madison Ave. worker
48 Carry clumsily
50 Overwhelming defeat
52 Doctrine
56 Not pro
59 Excessively lazy fallen
tree?
63 Stolen goods
64 Keats' specialties
65 Journalist Alistair
66 High school subj.

67 Goals
68 Drive forward
69 Throat clearing sound
70 Verb for a horn
71 Claims on property

Down
1 Take suddenly
2 Relating to a monarch

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

1

2

4

3

14

•

•

8

1

27

34

35

66

|

i

69

32

49

59

87
7°

53

52
60

54

55

61

|
Si

3 Author Jong
4 Oxygen holders
5 Protractor findings
6 Unforeseen trouble
7 Yin's other half
8
pound weakling
9 Wear away
10 Fallen tree's computer i.d.?
11 Scent
12 Fruit with fuzzyskin
13 Lodgings
21 Bowl or County
25 Bragger's issue
27 Gentleman's address
28 Tree creature
30 Geometry answer
31 Russian ruler

32 Best of 3
( in tennis)
33 Jazz artist Fitzgerald
34 Strove for victory
35 Islamic teacher
36 Fallen tree in math class?
38 Referring to this document
41 Buddy
44 One to Jose

I

Samuel Dangremond
Rebecca Parker
Anita Valliani
Sarah Schwartz
Wasim Rahman
Karlie Dun sky
John Kevlin

Staff

46

45

51

58

31

42

48

57

30

22

"j
41

44

47

13

19

28

40

43

12

25

37

36

39

63

1
:

•24
26

11

16

18

23

10

*

*
•

21

20

56

9

15

17

33

8

7

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Features/Opinion Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant News Editor
Webmaster

62

68
71

48 Artist's workplace
49 Tool that is sharpened
51 German sub
53 Judd or Campbell
54 Wed on the fly
55 Subway fere
56
Mater
57 Saver of pairs
58 Carry
60 Boss's note (abbr.)
61 "Hey you!"
62 Barber's supplies
Quotable Quote

Suburbia is where the
developer bulldozes
out the trees, then
names the streets
after them.
Bill Vaughn
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Matthew Brown
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Jonathan Auerbach
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Aaron Titus
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Hans-Christian Lafta
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Amy Marie Cassidy
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Josh Teitelbaum
Adam Bester
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Answer on Page 11

AHH... N OTHING j
UKESFKING

WEAK!

Q: What is a lawyer's ideal weight?
A: About five pounds, including the urn.
Two lawyers made a date to have lunch
together. The first person showed up on
time, but the second person didn't show
until 1-1/2 hours after they were supposed
to meet...
1st lawyer: "How come you're so late?"
2nd lawyer: "Oh, I ran over a milk bottle and
got a flat tire.."
1st lawyer: "A milk bottle? Didn't you see it
in the road?"
2nd lawyer: "No - the kid had it under his
coat..."
Q: How many lawyers does it take to change
a light bulb?
A: How many can you afford?

WEIL,
MOKE U KE
A "TAN"

